PROPOSED LOCAL
MITIGATION AND
ENFORCEMENT PLAN

April 22, 2021
(REDLINED Recommended Revisions)

PROPOSED LOCAL MITIGATION AND ENFORCEMENT PLAN
EXPLANATION OF CHANGES to the Proposed Local Mitigation and Enforcement Plan posted on the April 20, 2021 Board of County
Commissioners meeting agenda:
(1) red strikethrough is proposed language to be deleted
(2) blue double underlining is proposed language to be added

Overview:

The State of Nevada remains under an emergency as declared by the Governor. This declaration allows the
state and its partners to respond to the global pandemic, as well as to seek federal resources and
reimbursement for actions taken to protect the health of the residents and visitors of our state. This statewide
emergency will remain in place for the foreseeable future, which will allow state and local partners to
collaborate in addressing the challenges presented by this pandemic.
On February 14, 2021, Governor Sisolak unveiled Nevada’s Roadmap to Recovery Transition which provides
his plan to reduce current statewide COVID-19 mitigation measures and transition certain mitigation
measures to t h e local authority. Per the Governor’s Emergency Directive 037 and Directive 041, tThis will
occur in a phased approach, with the transition to local authority happening on May 1, 2021, at the earliest.
The State will continue to be responsible for maintaining essential baseline mitigation measures that will remain
in place. Even after May 1, 2021, the following baseline mitigation measures will remain in place and will
continue to be enforced by the State:
•

Statewide mask requirement as outlined in Directive 024.

•

Social distancing and hygiene considerations as outlined in Directive 021.

•

School reopening and operational requirements as outlined in Directives 022, 028, and 038.

•
•

Crisis Standards of Care as outlined in Directive 011.
Additionally, industries regulated by the state, whether through professional licensing boards covered in Title
54 of the Nevada Revised Statutes, through state agencies, or through independent regulatory bodies
such as the Gaming Control Board, will continue to follow the statewide baseline standards for COVID-19
mitigation measures and any mitigation measures promulgated by their respective regulatory bodies.
While it is the The Governor’s intent for this delegation of authority to remain in place throughout the
remainder of the emergency declaration, factors such as increased viral spread, the unknown nature of various
variants, and otherwise could result in increased baseline mitigation measures, or the State resuming control
of some or all mitigation measures.

County governments will continue to respond to the public health crisis and continue to execute vaccination
efforts. In order to assume delegation of authority regarding specific local mitigation, Clark County has
developed a Local Mitigation and Enforcement Plan that aligns with the template provided by the State and
meets the requirements as outlined in the Nevada’s Roadmap to Recovery Transition Plan. Clark County is
proposing that ALL “PROPOSED LOCAL MEASURES” changes are effective on MAY 1, 2021.
The Clark County Local Mitigation and Enforcement Plan continues to highlight our regional approach of
following our health and medical experts at the Southern Nevada Health District (SNHD). The Clark County
plan ensures that our region continues to stay vigilant in protecting the health of our residents and visitors
to include following common-sense risk reduction measures and continuous comprehensive
monitoring/analysis of disease burden factors such as hospital status, test positivity rate, community testing
numbers, and COVID cases per week while prioritizing efforts for herd immunity by incentivizing vaccinations.
While it is Governor Sisolak’s goal of having every county reopen to 100% on June 1, Clark County is cautiously
optimistic we will meet this goal if Southern Nevadans continue with current robust vaccination efforts.
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS FOR PLANNING
Below are key considerations for planning, including the current status of statewide mitigation measures by
category for reference.

CAPACITY AND SOCIAL DISTANCING
CURRENT STATEWIDE STANDARDS

PROPOSED LOCAL
MEASURES
EFFECTIVE MAY 1, 2021:

May operate at no more than 50% occupancy
based on applicable fire code.
Maintain at least six feet distance from others.

CAPACITY restrictions in Clark County may
increase to no more than 80% occupancy
based on applicable fire code; AND SOCIAL
DISTANCING requirements in Clark County will
be reduced to 3 feet.

CAPACITY restrictions and SOCIAL
DISTANCING requirements in Clark County will
be REMOVED when:
• 60% of the eligible population in Clark
County has received at least one dose of a
COVID-19 vaccine.
Note: Eligible population is ages 16 and older.
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PUBLIC GATHERINGS & EVENTS
CURRENT STATEWIDE STANDARDS

PROPOSED LOCAL
MEASURES

Limited to no more than 250 individuals or 50 percent of fire
code
capacity, whichever is less, under strict social distancing
requirements.

CAPACITY

--UPDATE PER DIRECTIVE 041 effective March 15, 2021:
If a gathering space or venue wants to host more than 250
individuals for an event, (live entertainment show,
convention, trade show, etc) it may have up to 50 percent of
fire code capacity, so long as a Large Gathering Plan
Certification Form is submitted and approved.

NOT APPLICABLE
PRIOR TO LOCAL AUTHORITY
TRANSITION PLAN SUBMITTAL

Large Gathering Plans Submitted PRIOR to May 1 for:

LARGE
GATHERING
PLANS

•

Events taking place prior to May 1: Large
Gathering Plan Certification Forms may be
submitted to the Nevada Department of Business
& Industry (B&I) who will work in consultation with
state public health officials and other applicable
state agencies to review and potentially approve
gatherings above 250 individuals, up to 50 percent.

NOT APPLICABLE
PRIOR TO LOCAL AUTHORITY
TRANSITION PLAN SUBMITTAL

•

Events taking place May 1 – June 30 (after
potential transition to Local Authority): Large
Gathering Plan Certification Forms may be submitted
through April 30 (or through whenever authority
transitions to a county) to the Nevada Department of
Business & Industry (B&I) who will work in
consultation with state public health officials and other
applicable state agencies to review and potentially
approve gatherings above 250 individuals, up to 50
percent capacity.

NOT APPLICABLE
PRIOR TO LOCAL AUTHORITY
TRANSITION PLAN SUBMITTAL

Applications Submitted after Transition to Local Authority:
Large Gathering approval process will be determined by
county authorities in accordance with its Local Mitigation and
Enforcement Plan.

REFER TO THE ATTACHED LARGE
GATHERING PLAN

.
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PRIVATE GATHERINGS & EVENTS
CURRENT STATEWIDE STANDARDS

CAPACITY

Private social gatherings are restricted to 10
people indoors and 25 people
outdoors.
NOTE: If a Governor’s Directive, is less restrictive
than the proposed local measures, Clark County
will follow the less restrictive Governor’s Directive

PROPOSED LOCAL
MEASURES
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
pPrivate social gatherings of are restricted
based on CDC Guidance:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/vaccines/fully-vaccinated.html

FOOD & BEVERAGE ESTABLISHMENTS:
Restaurants & Bars, Pubs, Wineries, Distilleries, and Breweries (those that serve food and those that do not).
This includes all restaurants and bars within gaming properties.

CAPACITY

CURRENT STATEWIDE STANDARDS

PROPOSED LOCAL
MEASURES

May allow indoor dining at no more than 50%
occupancy based on applicable fire code, under
strict social distancing requirements.

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
capacity requirements for iIndoor dining may
operate at no more than 50%80%
occupancy based on applicable fire code,
under strict social distancing requirements.
• Capacity restrictions and social
distancing requirements may be
removed when criterion under the
“Capacity and Social Distancing” section
of this Plan is met.

No occupancy limits for outdoor dining**, as
long as all social distancing requirements are
followed.

RESERVATIONS

Reservations NOT REQUIRED

No occupancy limits for outdoor dining**,
as long as all social distancing requirements
(if applicable) are followed.

Reservations NOT REQUIRED
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SEATING

No more than 6 patrons per table with social
distancing requirements

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
sSeating capacity of patrons may be increased
to no more than 1012 patrons per table
with social distancing requirements (if
applicable).

Patrons sitting at a table or booth must only be
served via table service.

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
pPatrons sitting at a table or booth must
only be served via table service.

Patrons may be served at bar tops if spaced 6ft
apart and bar top parties should be limited to no
more than 2 persons.

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
pPatrons may be served at bar tops under
strict social distancing requirements (if
applicable), and bar top parties should be
limited to no more than 24 persons.

BAR SEATING

Buffets will remain prohibited

SELF SERVICE
BUFFETS
(Section added by
Clark County)

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
Buffets are permitted to operate. fFood may
be presented in a buffet style self-service if:
• Each station is supervised by an
employee.
• Hand sanitizer is offered to the patrons
prior to obtaining tableware.
• Service utensils are changed out every
hour.
• Patrons and employees practice
adequate social distancing (if applicable).
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ADDITIONAL
MEASURES

Strongly encouraged to continue curbside, delivery,
and/or carry out operations. Restaurants and bars
are encouraged to try to expand outdoor seating
options, and local governments are encouraged to
work with these businesses to meet this goal.

Restaurants and bars should continue to have
hand sanitizer available and should be conducting
health screenings and/or temperature checks.

Congregating Areas – Prohibited
(Section added by Clark County)

Food Table Preparation – Prohibited
(Section added by Clark County)

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
sStrongly encouraged to continue curbside,
delivery, and/or carry out operations.
Restaurants and bars are encouraged to try
to expand outdoor seating options, and local
governments are encouraged to work with
these businesses to meet this goal.

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
rRestaurants and bars should continue to
have hand sanitizer available. and should be
conducting health screenings and/or
temperature checks.

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
cCongregating areas can open. for pool
tables and other arcade games must be
operated with limitations specified in
“Arcades, Racetracks, Bowling Alleys” and
other similar venues. Until 60% of the eligible
population in Clark County has received at
least one dose of a COVID-19 vaccine, areas
designated for dancing is prohibited.
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
pPreparing food table side (e.g. tableside
guacamole) can occur if the patrons do not
consume food at time of preparation and all
are wearing adequate face coverings.

For additional guidance from SNHD see
“Food Establishment Guidance” at:
www.snhd.info/reopen

NOTE: If a Governor’s Directive, is less restrictive than the proposed local measures, Clark County will follow the less restrictive Governor’s Directive
**Outdoor dining means dining in an area that is not enclosed or surrounded by a roof and rigid wall structures or non-rigid materials,
such as fabric or vinyl. For example, a tent with walls is considered “indoors” because it restricts natural air flow and ventilation. Areas
covered by a structure without walls, such as an overhead canopy, sunshade, or awning, are considered “outdoors.”
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PLACES OF WORSHIP:
CURRENT STATEWIDE STANDARDS

CAPACITY

ADDITIONAL
MEASURES

May operate under strict social distancing
requirements at no more than 50% occupancy
based on applicable fire code.

CLICK HERE FOR NEVADA COVID-19 SAFETY
GUIDANCE FOR PLACES OF
WORSHIP

PROPOSED LOCAL
MEASURES
REFER TO NEVADA COVID-19 SAFETY
GUIDANCE FOR PLACES OF WORSHIP

REFER TO NEVADA COVID-19 SAFETY
GUIDANCE FOR PLACES OF WORSHIP

NOTE: If a Governor’s Directive, is less restrictive than the proposed local measures, Clark County will follow the less restrictive Governor’s Directive

GYMS, FITNESS/DANCE/YOGA STUDIOS, MARTIAL ARTS STUDIOS & SIMILAR
ESTABLISHMENTS:
CURRENT STATEWIDE STANDARDS

CAPACITY

May operate under strict social distancing
requirements at no more than 50% occupancy
based on applicable fire code.

PROPOSED LOCAL
MEASURES
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
capacity requirements mMay operate under
strict social distancing requirements at be no
more than 50% 80% occupancy based on
applicable fire code, under strict social
distancing requirements.
• Capacity restrictions and social distancing
requirements may be removed when
criterion under the “Capacity and Social
Distancing” section of this Plan is met.
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GYM/STUDIO
LOCKER
ROOMS**

Locker rooms may be open but MUST be
limited to 50 percent capacity. Single stall
showers may be utilized.

Community showers, saunas, vapor baths, salt
therapy rooms, hot tubs, spas and other
communal areas remain prohibited.

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
lLocker rooms capacity limitations MAYmay
be opened at no more than 50%80%
occupancy based on applicable fire code,
under strict social distancing requirements (if
applicable). Single stall showers may be
utilized.

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
cCommunity showers, saunas, vapor baths,
salt therapy rooms, and other communal
areas remain prohibited may open and must
operate under the conditions described
below in the “Pools and Hot Tubs - Saunas,
Steam Rooms and Other Facilities” section. .
Hot tubs and spas may open and must be
operated under the “Pools and Hot Tubs”
Guidance as described below.

ADDITIONAL
MEASURES

Equipment MUST be moved or designated
inoperable to ensure a minimum of six feet of
social distancing between users.

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
eEquipment MAY be moved or designated
inoperable under strict social distancing
requirements (if applicable), to ensure social
distancing between users.
Equipment that is not moved or designated
inoperable, may be used with the following
conditions:
• The number of occupants is limited to
the number of individuals that can
maintain adequate social distancing (if
applicable).
• Staff and/or supplies are present so that
high touch surfaces can be adequately
cleaned disinfected after each use.
• The facility should increase ventilation to
the maximum extent possible to ensure
outside air is cycled through the space.
• Routine cleaning and disinfection of
equipment
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NOTE: If a Governor’s Directive, is less restrictive than the proposed local measures, Clark County will follow the less restrictive Governor’s Directive

POOLS AND HOT TUBS:
(This category added by Clark County)

CURRENT STATEWIDE STANDARDS

CAPACITY

May operate under strict social distancing
requirements at no more than 50% occupancy
based on applicable fire code.

PROPOSED LOCAL
MEASURES
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
pPools, spas and hot tubs may operate at no
more than 50%-80% occupancy based on
applicable fire code, under strict social
distancing requirements.
• Capacity restrictions and social distancing
requirements may be removed when
criterion under the “Capacity and Social
Distancing” section of this Plan is met.

POOL
LOCKER
ROOMS
AND BATHHOUSES

Locker rooms may be open but MUST be
limited to 50 percent capacity. Single stall
showers may be utilized.

Community showers, saunas, vapor baths, salt
therapy rooms, hot tubs, spas and other
communal areas remain prohibited.

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
lLocker rooms and bath-houses may be open at
no more than 50%80% occupancy based on
applicable fire code, under strict social
distancing requirements (if applicable). Single
stall showers may be utilized.
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
community showers, saunas, and other
communal areas remain prohibited.
Hot tubs and spas may open and must be
operated under the guidance of this section.
Pools and Hot Tubs Guidance described below.
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SAUNAS,
STEAM
ROOMS
AND OTHER
SIMILAR
FACILITIES

Community showers, saunas, vapor baths, salt
therapy rooms, and other communal areas
remain prohibited.

Community showers, saunas, vapor baths, salt
therapy rooms, and other communal areas
may operate under the following conditions:
• The number of occupants is limited to the
number of individuals that can maintain
strict social distancing (if applicable).
• Staff and/or supplies are present so that
high touch surfaces can be adequately
cleaned after each use.
• Post signs that advise users:

o

To not use the facility if ill or not
feeling well;

o

Practice social distancing (if
applicable); and

o

Wear face coverings/masks.

• The facility should increase ventilation to
the maximum extent possible to ensure
outside air is cycled through the space.
• Routine cleaning and disinfection must
continue.
• Other recommendations/best practices
include:
o Limit use to single persons or groups
of people who are in the same
household.
o Allow time between uses for fresh air
to circulate in.

ADDITIONAL
MEASURES

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less
restrictive, face coverings must be worn
when not swimming in the pool or hot tub
Employees and patrons must wear face
coverings, except:

o
o
o

o

lifeguards conducting bather
surveillance,
in an aquatic venue, hot tub, or spa,
moving directly between their
seating and an aquatic venue, hot
tub, or spa, or
activity eating or drinking.
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Water Parks:
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less
restrictive, wWater parks shall control access
to the public to ensure that occupancy does
not exceed 50%80% capacity based on
applicable fire code, under strict social
distancing requirements (if applicable).
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
wWater parks shall limit locker room access
to restroom usage only.
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
aAll employees must wear face coverings to
the maximum extent practicable.
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
fFood sold at concessions at water parks
must consumed in a designated area under
strict social distancing requirements (if
applicable).
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
sSurfaces are cleaned and disinfected by
employees after a party leaves after
consuming the food.
For additional guidance from SNHD see
“Aquatic Facilities Guidance” at:
www.snhd.info/reopen

NOTE: If a Governor’s Directive, is less restrictive than the proposed local measures, Clark County will follow the less restrictive Governor’s Directive
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GAMING FLOORS:
Capacity and mitigation measures for gaming areas will NOT transition to local control after May 1 and will
remain under the authority of the Nevada Gaming Control Board. Uniform, statewide mitigation measures
will continue to apply to gaming areas.
After May 1, other businesses located within a gaming property will be subject to the applicable
county’s capacity and other mitigation measures applicable to that type of business, per the approved Local
Mitigation and Enforcement Plan. For example, a retail clothing store located within a gaming property shall
follow the mitigation measures for retail stores that are set forth in the county’s plan.

ARCADES, RACETRACKS, BOWLING ALLEYS, MINI GOLF, POOL HALLS,
AMUSEMENT & THEME PARKS, and SIMILAR ACTIVITIES:
These venues have many high-touch surfaces and are common venues for group gatherings, or gatherings that would
promote food/drink consumption or other activities that would require mask removal. A responsible and staggered approach
is strongly recommended by public health officials.

CURRENT STATEWIDE STANDARDS

CAPACITY

May operate under strict social distancing
requirements at no more than 50% occupancy
based on applicable fire code.

PROPOSED LOCAL
MEASURES
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
cCapacity requirements may be no more than
50%80% occupancy based on applicable
fire code, under strict social distancing
requirements.
• Capacity restrictions and social distancing
requirements may be removed when
criterion under the “Capacity and Social
Distancing” section of this Plan is met.

ADDITIONAL
MEASURES

High-touch surfaces should be avoided (remain
closed if applicable/possible) and cleaned
frequently.

Food and drink should be contained to areas
designated as restaurants/food courts and should
adhere to requirements in place for those types of
establishments.

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
hHigh-touch surfaces should be avoided and
cleaned frequently and social distancing (if
applicable) between groups.
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
fFood and drink should be contained to areas
designated as restaurants/food courts and
should adhere to requirements in place for
those types of establishments.

NOTE: If a Governor’s Directive, is less restrictive than the proposed local measures, Clark County will follow the less restrictive Governor’s Directive
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LIBRARIES, MUSEUMS, ART GALLERIES, AQUARIUMS & ZOOS:
CURRENT STATEWIDE STANDARDS

CAPACITY

May operate under strict social distancing
requirements at no more than 50% occupancy
based on applicable fire code.

PROPOSED LOCAL
MEASURES
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
cCapacity requirements may be no more than
50% 80% occupancy based on applicable
fire code, under strict social distancing
requirements.
• Capacity restrictions and social distancing
requirements may be removed when
criterion under the “Capacity and Social
Distancing” section of this Plan is met.

ADDITIONAL
MEASURES

All interactive and/or hands-on exhibits must be
closed. High-touch surfaces should be avoided
and cleaned frequently.

Food and drink should be contained to areas
designated as restaurants/food courts and should
adhere to requirements in place for those types of
establishments.

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
aAll interactive and/or hands-on exhibits may
open and must be cleaned at least once per
hour. closed. High-touch surfaces should be
avoided and cleaned frequently.
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
fFood and drink should be contained to
areas designated as restaurants/food courts
and should adhere to requirements in place
for those types of establishments.

NOTE: If a Governor’s Directive, is less restrictive than the proposed local measures, Clark County will follow the less restrictive Governor’s Directive
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BODY ART & PIERCING ESTABLISHMENTS:

CAPACITY

CURRENT STATEWIDE STANDARDS

PROPOSED LOCAL
MEASURES

May operate under strict social distancing
requirements per existing Directives.

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
mMay operate under strict capacity and
social distancing requirements. per existing
Directives.
• Capacity restrictions and social distancing
requirements may be removed when
criterion under the “Capacity and Social
Distancing” section of this Plan is met.

APPOINTMENTS

Services shall be provided by appointment only,
and customers waiting for an appointment must
wait outside and practice social distancing.

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
sServices shall be provided by appointment
only.

No body art or piercing may be done around the
nose or mouth.

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
pPiercing is permitted around nose and
mouth. tThe employee is required to wear a
face mask and face shield while working
around or in the mouth and nose.

ADDITIONAL
MEASURES
Establishments with walls/partitions between
stations or chairs may utilize all stations, but no
more than 1 customer can be at a station at
any given time.
Establishments without walls/partitions between
stations/chairs may only seat clients every other
station or chair, or arrange stations or chairs to a
min of 6ft apart.

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
eEstablishments with walls/partitions
between stations or chairs may utilize all
stations, but no more than 1 customer can
be at a station at any given time.

Establishments without walls/partitions
between stations/chairs may only seat clients
under strict social distancing requirements.
(if applicable).
For additional guidance from SNHD see
“Body Art Guidance” at:
www.snhd.info/reopen

NOTE: If a Governor’s Directive, is less restrictive than the proposed local measures, Clark County will follow the less restrictive Governor’s Directive
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SPAS, MASSAGE THERAPY & MASSAGE ESTABLISHMENTS:
Industries regulated by professional licensing boards covered in Title 54 of the Nevada Revised Statutes will continue to follow
the statewide baseline standards for COVID-19 mitigation measures and any mitigation measures promulgated by their
respective regulatory bodies, in addition to local measures.

CURRENT STATEWIDE STANDARDS

CAPACITY

May operate under strict social distancing
requirements per existing Directives and protocols
established by the Nevada State Board of
Cosmetology and Nevada State Board of
Massage Therapy.

PROPOSED LOCAL
MEASURES
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less
restrictive, mMay operate under strict social
distancing requirements per existing
Directives and protocols established by the
Nevada State Board of Cosmetology and
Nevada State Board of Massage
Therapy.
• Capacity restrictions and social
distancing requirements may be
removed when criterion under the
“Capacity and Social Distancing” section
of this Plan is met.

APPOINTMENTS

ADDITIONAL
MEASURES

Services shall be provided by appointment only, and
customers waiting for an appointment must wait
outside and practice social distancing.
Out-call and/or in-home service may be provided
with observation of same protocols as in the
establishments.

Establishments, including day and overnight spas,
that may operate for aesthetic and massage services
must prohibit the use of steam rooms, saunas,
portable saunas, vapor baths, salt therapy rooms, hot
tubs, and any other communal facilities.

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less
restrictive, sServices shall be provided by
appointment only.
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less
restrictive, oOut-call and/or in-home service
may be provided with observation of same
protocols as in the establishments.
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less
restrictive, eEstablishments, including day
and overnight spas, that may operate for
aesthetic and massage services may permit
must prohibit the use of steam rooms,
saunas, portable saunas, vapor baths, salt
therapy rooms, and any other communal
facilities and must operate under the
conditions described above in the “Pools
and Hot Tubs - Saunas, Steam Rooms and
Other Facilities” section.
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less
restrictive, hHot tubs and spas may open
and must be operated under the “Pools
and Hot Tubs” Guidance described above.

NOTE: If a Governor’s Directive, is less restrictive than the proposed local measures, Clark County will follow the less restrictive Governor’s Directive
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HAIR SALONS, BARBERSHOPS, NAIL SALONS & BUSINESSES THAT PROVIDE
AESTHETIC SKIN SERVICES:
Industries regulated by professional licensing boards covered in Title 54 of the Nevada Revised Statutes will continue to
follow the statewide baseline standards for COVID-19 mitigation measures and any mitigation measures promulgated by
their respective regulatory bodies, in addition to local measures.

CURRENT STATEWIDE STANDARDS

CAPACITY

May operate under strict social distancing
requirements per existing Directives and
protocols established by the Nevada State
Board of Cosmetology and Nevada Barbers’
Health and Sanitation Board, as applicable.

PROPOSED LOCAL
MEASURES
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
mMay operate under strict social distancing
requirements per existing Directives and
protocols established by the Nevada State
Board of Cosmetology and Nevada Barbers’
Health and Sanitation Board, as applicable.

• Capacity restrictions and social
distancing requirements may be
removed when criterion under the
“Capacity and Social Distancing” section
of this Plan is met.

APPOINTMENTS

ADDITIONAL
MEASURES

Services shall be provided by appointment only,
and customers waiting for an appointment must
wait outside and practice social distancing.

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
sServices shall be provided by appointment
only.

Out-call and/or in-home service may be provided
with observation of same protocols as in the
establishments.

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
oOut-call and/or in-home service may be
provided with observation of same protocols
as in the establishments.

Salons & barber shops with walls/partitions
between stations or chairs may utilize all stations,
but no more than 1 customer can be at a
station at any given time.

Salons & barber shops with walls/partitions
between stations or chairs may utilize all
stations, but no more than 1 customer can
be at a station at any given time.

Salons and barber shops without walls/partitions
between stations/chairs may only seat clients
every other station or chair, or arrange stations or
chairs to a min of 6ft apart.

Salons and barber shops without
walls/partitions between stations/chairs may
only seat clients under strict social
distancing requirements (if applicable).

NOTE: If a Governor’s Directive, is less restrictive than the proposed local measures, Clark County will follow the less restrictive Governor’s Directive
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RETAIL STORES:
CURRENT STATEWIDE STANDARDS

CAPACITY

May operate under strict social distancing
requirements at no more than 50% occupancy
based on applicable fire code.

PROPOSED LOCAL MEASURES
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
mMay operate at no more than 50%80%
under strict social distancing requirements
per existing Directives.
• Capacity restrictions and social
distancing requirements may be
removed when criterion under the
“Capacity and Social Distancing” section
of this Plan is met.

RETAIL &
GROCERY
STORES
W/OVER 50,000
sq. ft. capacity

MUST have "counters" at all public entrances to
manage capacity.

MUST have health screening signage at public
entrances.

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
MUST have "counters" at all public
entrances to manage capacity (if applicable).
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
MUST have health screening signage at
public entrances.
Encouraged to conduct temperature
screenings before entry.

Encouraged to conduct temperature screenings
before entry.
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SELF-SERVE
FOOD/BEVERAGE
OPTIONS

Retail stores, including grocery stores, may offer
limited self-service food and drinks with mitigation
measures in place.**

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
rRetail stores, including grocery stores, may
offer limited self-service food and drinks
with mitigation measures in place.
Salad bars, salsa bars, olive bars, condiment
stations and bulk food bins can take place if:
• Each station is supervised by an
employee.
• Hand sanitizer is offered to the patrons
prior to obtaining tableware.
• Service utensils are changed out every
hour.
• Patrons
and
employees
practice
adequate social distancing (if applicable).

SAMPLING

Prohibited

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
fFood sampling at grocery stores and
farmer’s markets can resume if face
coverings are replaced as soon as sample is
consumed.

Strongly encouraged to promote and continue
online or call-in ordering, curbside, delivery, and/or
carry out operations.

Strongly encouraged to promote and
continue online or call-in ordering, curbside,
delivery, and/or carry out operations.

(Section added by
Clark County)

ADDITIONAL
MEASURES

For additional guidance from SNHD to:
www.snhd.info/reopen

NOTE: If a Governor’s Directive, is less restrictive than the proposed local measures, Clark County will follow the less restrictive Governor’s Directive
**These locations can allow for social distancing by strictly limiting the number of customers at one time. Recommended mitigation
practices include, but are not limited to: limiting number of individuals using food and drink stations at one time; using individual or
disposable utensils and serving ware wherever possible; and providing hand sanitizer and recommending usage before touching any
communal surfaces.
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CANNABIS - Medicinal & Recreational Establishments:
After May 1, Medicinal and Recreational Marijuana Establishments will still remain under the authority and
regulatory control of the Nevada Cannabis Compliance Board (CCB). However, capacity and mitigation
measures for Medicinal and Recreational Marijuana establishments will fall under the category of “Retail Stores”
within each county
•

For example, if a county decides to set a capacity limit of 50 percent for retail stores in its Local
Mitigation and Enforcement Plan, marijuana establishments will also be at 50 percent capacity.

INDOOR MALLS:

CAPACITY

ADDITIONAL
MEASURES

CURRENT STATEWIDE STANDARDS

PROPOSED LOCAL
MEASURES

May operate under strict social distancing
requirements at no more than 50% occupancy
based on applicable fire code -- including no
more than 50% capacity within each
individual retail store, which must comply with
all retail business restrictions.

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
mMay operate under strict social distancing
requirements and at no more than 50% 80%
occupancy based on applicable fire code.

Strongly encouraged to promote and continue
online or call-in ordering, curbside, delivery, and/or
carry out operations.

Strongly encouraged to promote and
continue online or call-in ordering, curbside,
delivery, and/or carry out operations.

• Capacity restrictions and social distancing
requirements may be removed when
criterion under the “Capacity and Social
Distancing” section of this Plan is met.

NOTE: If a Governor’s Directive, is less restrictive than the proposed local measures, Clark County will follow the less restrictive Governor’s Directive
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COMMUNITY & RECREATIONAL CENTERS:
CURRENT STATEWIDE STANDARDS

CAPACITY

May operate under strict social distancing
requirements at no more than 50% occupancy
based on applicable fire code.

PROPOSED LOCAL
MEASURES
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive,
mMay operate under strict social distancing
requirements and at no more than 50% 80%
occupancy based on applicable fire code.
• Capacity restrictions and social distancing
requirements may be removed when
criterion under the “Capacity and Social
Distancing” section of this Plan is met.

NOTE: If a Governor’s Directive, is less restrictive than the proposed local measures, Clark County will follow the less restrictive Governor’s Directive

BUILDING ELEVATORS

CAPACITY

CURRENT STATEWIDE STANDARDS

PROPOSED LOCAL
MEASURES

The number of passengers in an elevator is limited
to 4.

Elevators can increase to 8 passengers if:
• The exhaust fan is operated at
maximum flow.
• Instructions posted in the elevator
lobby of each floor advising
passengers to:
o Minimize talking while
traveling between floors, and
o Space themselves to promote
social distancing (if
applicable).
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YOUTH AND ADULT RECREATIONAL SPORTS:
Current state guidance does NOT govern professional sports leagues or college division level sports. The NIAA retains
authority over when high school sports will resume and the guidelines under which competition will resume, consistent with
Section 7 of Directive 028 and Sections 5 and 7 of Directive 034.

TOURNAMENTS

CURRENT STATEWIDE STANDARDS

PROPOSED LOCAL
MEASURES

Tournaments for permissible sports (pursuant to
Directive 034) allowed to resume no earlier than
March 15.

Leagues and tournaments for non-contact type sports
such as bowling, darts, billiards, and other similar sports
that occur indoors do not need to submit a
Preparedness & Safety Plan. Those leagues and
tournaments must meet all social distancing (if
applicable), occupancy and face covering requirements.

Tournaments must be approved by applicable
State authorities prior to competitions
through submission of a Preparedness &
Safety Plan.

Events, including tournaments and other recreational
sporting events, with less than 250 attendees, do not
need to submit a Preparedness & Safety Plan.
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive, Events
with more than 250 attendees, a Preparedness &
Safety Plan plan will need to be submitted and
approved by the Clark County Recovery Enforcement
Workgroup. The plan can be submitted to:
CCROEnforcementWorkgroup@ClarkCounty.NV.gov
Baseline requirements include:
• Plan to ensure face coverings are always worn by
spectators. Does not apply to sport participants.
• Plan for testing & screening
• Plan for if someone displays symptoms or tests
positive
• Plan for contact tracing
• Plan to ensure capacity limitations (if applicable)
• Plan to manage the flow of people to avoid
congestion and crowding upon entry. Exit can
be unmanaged if guests are directed to nearest
exit.
• Plan to ensure social distancing (if applicable)
• Plan to avoid shared equipment & commonly
touched surfaces
• Plan for cleaning & disinfection
• Plan for signage: face coverings, distancing,
hygiene, etc.
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ADDITIONAL
MEASURES

Amount of spectators allowed at a tournaments
will be dictated by the applicable Directives on
gathering sizes and must be outlined in the
tournament’s approved Preparedness
& Safety Plan.

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive, t If the
number of spectators/attendees is more than is
limited to 250 individuals, a Preparedness & Safety
Plan must be submitted to the Clark County
Recovery Enforcement Workgroup. or 50%
occupancy.
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive:

PROHIBITED (unless regulated by NIAA)
•

CONTACT
LEVEL

Full-Contact Sports including
football, rugby, wrestling, ice
hockey, basketball, etc.
---

•FULL CONTACT SPORTS: As of March 30, 2021,
full-contact sports may resume for practice and
competitions subject to the requirements set forth
in Directive 034, including the requirement to adopt
a Preparedness and Safety Plan as set forth in
Section 11 for all organized leagues and
associations beginning competition, games,
matches, or league play. Any full contact league or
tournament that resumes after May 1 will need to
submit a Preparedness and Safety Plan as described
in Section 11 of Directive 34 to the Clark County
Recovery Enforcement Workgroup. The plan can be
submitted to:
CCROEnforcementWorkgroup@ClarkCounty.NV.gov

ALLOWED:
•

•

Minimal-Contact Sports including
baseball, softball, soccer, volleyball,
lacrosse, etc.
Non-Contact Sports including golf,
tennis, running, track and field,
skiing/snowboarding, gymnastics, etc.

•NON-CONTACT & MINIMAL CONTACT SPORTS:
Minimal contact and non-contact sports are allowed
to hold practices, games, competitions and
tournaments, indoors and outdoors, if social
distancing (if applicable) and all requirements can be
met.

NOTE: If a Governor’s Directive, is less restrictive than the proposed local measures, Clark County will follow the less restrictive Governor’s Directive

Guidance for Local Planning: For reference, previous State Directives related to youth and adult recreational
sports did not apply to sporting events regulated by professional sports leagues, the Nevada State Athletic
Commission (NSAC), or the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). With respect to high school
sports, the Nevada Interscholastic Activities Association (NIAA) always retained authority over schedules and
the guidelines under which competition could take place.
State Emergency Directives classify which sports are full-, minimal-, and non-contact with corresponding
restrictions applied to those classifications. The transition to local authority will allow each county to revisit the
classifications and rules for the different types of sports. ***SEE: “Nevada Guidance for Adult & Youth Sports”
for all current mitigation measures
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ESTABLISHMENTS CURRENTLY CLOSED THAT MAY TRANSITION
TO LOCAL AUTHORITY:
CURRENT STATEWIDE
STANDARDS
ADULT
ENTERTAINMENT
ESTABLISHMENTS

CLOSED

PROPOSED LOCAL
MEASURES
Effective May 1, 2021
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive, mMay
operate under strict social distancing requirements and at
no more than 50% 80% occupancy based on
applicable fire code.

NOTE: If a Governor’s
Directive, is less restrictive than
the proposed local measures,
Clark County will follow the
less restrictive Governor’s
Directive

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive:
• All employers must always provide face coverings
for employees and require employees to wear
face coverings.
• The business requires the mandated face
coverings for all patrons when not actively eating,
drinking, or smoking.
•
The business promotes frequent and thorough
hand washing, including providing workers,
customers, and worksite visitors with a place to
wash their hands.
• The employer maintains regular housekeeping
practices, including routine cleaning and
disinfecting of surfaces and equipment with EPA
approved cleaning chemicals from List N.
• Conducts daily surveys of staff health conditions.
• Permitted to allow Provides adult/topless activity.
• Live entertainment distance between entertainers
wearing masks and customers is as previously
described in this document and 12ft if not
masked (only if entertainment is actively singing
or playing wind instrument that requires
intermittent removal of mask).Entertainers can be
less than three (3) feet from the public if the
entertainer has taken the first dose of a COVID-19
vaccine and only after 14 days of this vaccination
date. The entertainer must complete the second
dose of the vaccine within 6 weeks of taking the
first dose (if applicable). Alternately, the
entertainer must take a weekly COVID PCR test
and receive a negative result.
• Must maintain the required social distancing (if
applicable)
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Capacity restrictions and social distancing requirements
may be removed when criterion under the “Capacity and
Social Distancing” section of this Plan is met.

NIGHTCLUBS &
DAYCLUBS

CLOSED

Effective May 1, 2021
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive, mMay
operate under strict social distancing requirements and at
no more than 50%80% occupancy based on applicable
fire code.
Capacity restrictions and social distancing requirements
may be removed when criterion under the “Capacity and
Social Distancing” section of this Plan is met.
Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive:

NOTE: If a Governor’s
Directive, is less restrictive than
the proposed local measures,
Clark County will follow the
less restrictive Governor’s
Directive

•

All employers must always provide face coverings
for employees and require employees to wear face
coverings.

•

The business requires the mandated face coverings
for all patrons when not actively eating, drinking, or
smoking

•

The business promotes frequent and thorough
hand washing, including providing workers,
customers, and worksite visitors with a place to
wash their hands.
• The employer maintains regular housekeeping
practices, including routine cleaning and
disinfecting of surfaces and equipment with EPA
approved cleaning chemicals from List N.

•

Conducts daily surveys of staff health conditions.

•

Must maintain the required social distancing (if
applicable).

•

Dance floors are prohibited if social distancing
requirements are applicable. Until 60% of the
eligible population has received at least one dose
of a COVID-19 vaccine, designated areas for
dancing must remain closed. Once the designated
areas for dancing are permitted in a non-restricted
gaming license location, they will be considered
“Club Venues” and will also fall under the authority
of the Nevada Gaming Control Board.
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BROTHELS
KARAOKE

CLOSED

N/A for Clark County

Unless a Governor’s Directive is less restrictive, mMay

UPDATED: GOVERNOR’S
operate under strict social distancing requirements
GUIDANCE TO REOPEN APRIL and at no more than 50%80% occupancy based
8, 2021
on applicable fire code.

Refer to Guidance for Safe Karaoke and Open
Microphone Events issued by the Governor’s Office
on April 8, 2021
Capacity restrictions and social distancing requirements
may be removed when criterion under the “Capacity and
Social Distancing” section of this Plan is met.

NOTE: If a Governor’s Directive, is less
restrictive than the proposed local measures,
Clark County will follow the less restrictive
Governor’s Directive
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GENERAL STATEMENTS:

•

If a business sector or activity is not specifically cited in this plan, capacity restrictions and social distancing
requirements as noted in the “Capacity and Social Distancing” section of this Plan applies.

•

Businesses are required to manage the social distancing requirements. New signage is not required to be
replaced or updated to reflect updated social distancing requirements.

•

Large Gatherings and events with prior approval from the Nevada Department of Business & Industry (B&I) are
approved plans under the local authority.

•

Large Gatherings and events approved by the Nevada Department of Business & Industry (B&I) with stricter
capacity and social distancing requirements may request approval to comply with the capacity and social
distancing requirements as outlined in the “Capacity and Social Distancing” section in this plan. Please submit
requests to the Clark County Recovery Enforcement Workgroup. Requests may be submitted starting April 26,
2021.
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Clark County Recovery Organization
Large Gathering Venue COVID-19 Preparedness & Safety Plan Checklist

Large gatherings are groups of more than 250 individuals gathering outside in the same general area or indoors within the
same room, arena, theater or other such venue. While the community recovers from COVID-19, event organizers must
consider the following:
1. Large Gatherings with less than 20,000 people can be approved at 3 feet social distancing with up to 80% capacity
if:
a. the venue is outdoors or if indoors and the area is well ventilated
b. 50% of the community has completed their 1st dose of a vaccination for COVID-19.
2. Capacity can increase to 100% fire code occupancy, with no social distancing with less than 20,000 attendees if:
a. all attendees have either completed their vaccination for COVID-19 at least 14 days prior to the event or
are tested using a PCR test 24-48 hours prior to the event and have evidence of a negative test result.
b. the venue is outdoors or if indoors the area is well ventilated.
c. 50% of the community has completed their 1st dose of a vaccination for COVID-19
3. When 60% of the eligible community has been vaccinated, capacity at venues can increase to 100% with no social
distancing. At that time, event organizers will no longer need to submit large gathering plans. Nevertheless, it is
strongly encouraged that all event organizers develop mitigation measures as identified in the checklist below.
These measures may need to be implemented in the unlikely event that conditions in the community worsen.
4. Until social distancing is removed, all concerts (such as live music or DJ entertainment), sporting events (such as
professional hockey, baseball, football, auto racing etc.) or other such events will have assigned seating. Standing
room only or general admission ticket sales for these events will be prohibited at this time until the CDC or the
WHO changes their social distancing requirements to less than 3 feet or publishes guidance on how these types of
events can be done safely. Fairs, conventions and other similar gatherings can have general admission.
5. Plans for events with general admission that are outdoors and events greater than 20,000 attendees can be
submitted for review by SNHD on a case by case basis, but may not be recommended to occur because of the
current or projected conditions within the community.
a. Definitions;
i. Standing room only tickets are tickets sold without a designated seat.
ii. General admission are tickets sold with a designated seat that is not assigned.
6. At the conclusion of the event, the event organizer will inform all attendees that the Health District recommends
that attendees be tested for COVID-19 at least five days after returning home.
7. The Health District may require the event organizer to notify all attendees if any outbreaks or cases are identified
among event participants or others associated with the event.
8. If conditions worsen prior to the event, the Health District may require additional mitigation measures for the
event in an effort to control further deterioration of COVID conditions in the community.
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Metric

≤80% capacity,
and 3 feet social
distancing*:

Vaccination status in %
of eligible Clark County
residents
PCR testing and/or
vaccination required for
attendees

≥50% started
vaccination
N/A

>80%
capacity, and
3 feet social
distancing*:
≥60% started
vaccination
N/A

100% capacity
and no social
distancing

100% capacity
and no social
distancing

≥50% started
vaccination

≥60% completed
vaccination

Required

N/A

Instructions:
A COVID-19 Preparedness & Safety Plan is required for large gatherings at:
• Events with 2,500 Fixed Seating Capacity or More that want to host an event or gathering for more than 250
people. These venues are capped between 80 to 100% fire code capacity.
• Trade Shows, Conferences, Conventions, Professional Seminars & Large Business Meetings in excess of 250
people, which are capped at a total of 80 to 100% fire code capacity of attendees and/or registrants.
This checklist will help event sponsors prepare for a successful event and draft an event-specific operational plan. This
checklist is not intended to fully inform you of every provision regarding COVID-19 prevention and mitigation. Knowing
those is your responsibility. The plan and any supporting documents must fully address all elements on the list. Failure to
address all items may result in your event being delayed, disapproved or closed.
Is this a single event or recurring? ☐ SINGLE
☐ RECURRING
A template for recurring events can be submitted once for approval, with names and dates of the following events.
Previously submitted events to B&I can be resubmitted to the Clark County Regional Group for consideration of updating
capacity.

General Event & Venue information:
☐ Event Coordinator name(s) & contact information, including how they can be reached during the event.
☐ Event name, location & specific hours of operation (including set up and tear down)
☐ If your venue has been closed for an extended period of time, have you followed the reopening guidelines to
prevent the transmission of non-COVID illnesses such as Legionnaire’s Disease?
☐ How does your plan address rules and guidance specific to your venue/industry?
Venue Capacity & Map
☐ Size of the venue in square feet and regular occupancy level
☐ Total number of attendees over the course of the event and maximum number of attendees at any one time
☐ Discuss how compliance with the maximum number of attendees will be achieved. For example, will attendees be
together in one group, will there be separate sections, will you use pods, will people cycle in and out of the event?
☐ Discuss how the planned number of attendees will be enforced.
☐ Provide a map and/or plot plan of the venue that shows the following:
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☐ Location of booths and/or stages
☐ Toilet facilities
☐ Handwashing/sanitizing stations

☐ Traffic flow through event
☐ Screening station(s)
☐ Isolation area

☐ Food service locations
☐ Distinct locations within
venue with separate capacities

Sanitation Schedule:
☐ Who will be responsible for disinfecting each area identified including restrooms, concession stands, high-touch
items such as door handles, shared equipment, etc.?
☐ Where will hand sanitizer be placed, how often will it be checked for restocking and who will be responsible for
restocking?
Use of Face Coverings and Personal Protective Equipment (PPE):
☐ Discuss how the event will comply with the face covering requirement for attendees, vendors and performers.
☐ What signage will you have in place informing attendees, vendors and performers of the face covering
requirements?
☐ How will you enforce proper wearing of face coverings?
☐ What PPE will staff use for disinfecting?
☐ Do you have sufficient face coverings and PPE to distribute to staff?
Registration/Check-in:
☐ Describe the registration and check-in system you will use to avoid crowding at the entry point. If this cannot be
accomplished online, provide a process that is deemed as least as effective.
☐ Identify the communication protocols with all attendees prior to arrival, upon arrival, and throughout the event.
Social Distancing:
How will you ensure staff, attendees, vendors, and performers to remain at least 3 ft apart within the venue by indicating
on the map or plot plan how these items will be addressed
☐ Traffic arrows or guides
☐ Queuing within venue
☐ Sections within venue
And describe how you will use the following to ensure social distancing is maintained:
☐ Barriers at vendor booths
☐ Scheduled entry
☐ Posters (provide poster examples)
☐ Restroom access and use within pods
☐ PA reminders (provide messaging examples)
☐ How will you space performers without face coverings who are singing, playing wind instruments, engaging in
physical activity, or similar performers at least 12 feet away from attendees?
☐ What other PPE or engineering controls (e.g. plexiglass partitions, stanchions, hedges) are you implementing to
accomplish social distancing?
☐ How will you inform attendees, vendors, and performers of the social distancing requirements? (e.g. signage,
announcements, etc.)
☐ Who will be responsible for enforcing social distancing requirements?
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Risk Assessment Analysis:
☐ Who is attending/participating in the event? (any susceptible or at-risk populations?)
☐ Do your face covering, PPE and social distancing controls reasonably accommodate the needs of persons with
disabilities?
☐ Will you require or recommend attendees, vendors and performers to download the COVID Trace app?
☐ Designate a primary contact from the event organizer that will be responsible for collecting and retaining contact
information (name, phone, email, etc.) for all attendees for 60 days following the gathering or event to assist the
local health authority with contact tracing should there be a positive case identified from the gathering or event.
Health Screenings & Isolation:
☐ Designate a medical professional who will be on-site or on-call to provide support (EMT, nurse, physician).
☐ Will you pre-screen staff, attendees, vendors, and/or performers? How? (e.g., testing, medical questionnaire)
☐ What will you do if someone on-site does not pass your screening requirements?
☐ What will you do if someone becomes ill with COVID-like symptoms on-site?
Employee/Staff Training & Enforcement:
☐ How will you train staff on cleaning and disinfecting?
☐ If you will be using chemicals that are corrosive or flammable, what is your Hazard Communication program?
☐ How will you train staff on face covering and PPE use?
☐ How many staff/volunteers will you have to enforce capacity, social distancing and face covering requirements?
☐ What will you do when a staff member, attendee, vendor, or performer does not comply with face covering, PPE or
social distancing requirements? Who will have authority to deny entry or remove a patron who is not complying
with the requirements?

Submission Instructions:
• Plans must be submitted to the Clark County Recovery Organization Enforcement Workgroup 10 days prior to the
event. Note that local jurisdictions may have other approval requirements that also need to be met.
• NOTE: Events requiring road closures need to be submitted 90 days in advance.
• Phone: (702) 455-6562
• Email: CCROEnforcementWorkgroup@ClarkCountyNV.gov
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Enforcement Measures

Overview of the Clark County Recovery Organization Enforcement Workgroup
The Clark County Recovery Organization Enforcement Workgroup continues to meet weekly and as needed to discuss
emerging issues, clarify directive sections, distribute new sources of data coming from OSHA and SNHD, and ensure all
parts of the region are consistent in the application of the directives. Enforcement Workgroup members include staff
from the following agencies: the Gaming Control Board, the Division of Industrial Relations, the Nevada State Athletic
Commission, the Southern Nevada Health District, Boulder City, the City of Las Vegas, Henderson, Mesquite, the City of
North Las Vegas, Unincorporated Clark County, the Attorney General’s Office, and the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police
Department. Enforcement efforts will continue as long as mask mandates, capacity restrictions and social distancing
requirements are in place.
As the Clark County Region is maximizing resources to identify and eliminate non-compliance to the Governor’s Directive,
we will continue to analyze possible sources of non-compliance such as big box stores or hookah lounges. As trends are
identified, we will continue to address issues via enforcement action up to license suspension. Common violations include
businesses not enforcing the directive for customers to wear face coverings, businesses not enforcing the directive for
employees to wear face coverings, businesses not enforcing the directive in respect to social distancing (if applicable), and
businesses operating over capacity.
The Enforcement Workgroup anticipates we can continue to improve our business compliance rates via boots on ground
approach to methodically check businesses. Additionally, the jurisdictions use the data provided by OSHA and the SNHD
to complete targeted inspections based on industry types linked to high transmission rates, zip codes with the highest
transmission rates, and zip codes with the most complaints.
By utilizing a random, complaint-based, and data-driven hybrid inspection model, the region is able to efficiently address
constituent concerns and observations while having the ability to pinpoint industry specific issues, such as the prohibition
on karaoke. Each agency’s goal is to address complaints within 24 hours and respond to complainants within another 24
hours. Also important is the fact that inspections are conducted 7 days per week, which is invaluable to eliminating blind
spots.
Should instances of non-compliance be observed by agents, enforcement action is applied. Possible actions include notice
of violation, notice of non-compliance, misdemeanor citation, 36-hour suspension, and 14 day suspension.
We will continue to evaluate the number of locations visited, emergency suspensions issued, citation issued, notices of
civil penalty issued, notices of violation issued, and complaints received to determine when and where to apply resources.
Further, the local jurisdictions, the SNHD, and the State agencies will continue to work together as a region to address
non-compliance in a time-efficient and consistent manner.
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The following metrics are applied to measure success and drive decisions:
Mesquite Quota = 56 per week
City of Las Vegas Quota = 1,946 per week
Unincorporated Clark County Quota = 2,254 per week
Boulder City Quota = 56 per week
North Las Vegas Quota = 420 per week
Henderson Quota = 581 per week
Total Regional Quota = 5,313 per week

Overview of the number observations conducted by county enforcement officials.
Clark County (including Boulder City, Mesquite, City of North Las Vegas, City of Henderson, and Unincorporated Clark
County only)- This data does not include actions taken by the SNHD or State agencies
List of data since the beginning of the emergency enforcement actions started on 02/23/2020:
Total for Region as of 02/24/2021:
• Locations Visited: 219,932
• Emergency Suspensions Issued: 91
• Misdemeanor Citations Issued: 22
• Notice of Civil Penalty Issued: 137
• Notice of Violation Issued: 469
• Verbal Warning Issued: 1850
• Courtesy Notices Issued: 597
• Correction Notices Issued: 766
• Complaints: 9468
• Compliance Rate: 98.21%

Overview of compliance rates during county observations.
Overall, the Region has found businesses to be in compliance. During inspections, Agents found 216,000 locations to be in
compliance and 3932 locations in which a compliance issue was noted. This represents a 98.21% compliance rate for the
Clark County Region.
Overview of the number of violations and enforcement actions taken by local jurisdictions.
o 0.04% of inspections have resulted in an emergency suspension.
o 0.01% of inspections have resulted in a misdemeanor citation.
o 0.06% of inspections have resulted in a notice of civil penalty.
o 0.21% of inspections have resulted in a notice of violation.
o 0.84% of inspections have resulted in a verbal warning.
o 0.27% of inspections have resulted in a courtesy notice.
o 0.35% of inspections have resulted in a correction notice.
o Out of 219,932 inspections, only 1.79% resulted in an enforcement action.
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Monitoring
Clark County, with support and planning services of City of Las Vegas, City of North Las Vegas, City of Henderson, Boulder
City, City of Mesquite, and the Southern Nevada Health District, will continue monitoring and reporting the critical
statewide metrics as presented SOUTHERN NEVADA REGIONAL RECOVERY ORGANIZATION ACTION PLANS
The Critical Statewide Metrics are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Average Number of tests per day per 100,000
Case Rate per 100,000 last 30 days
Case Rate (Per 100,000) AND testing positivity
Hospital Capacity
Access to Personal Protective Equipment
Testing Capacity
Case Investigation and Contact Tracing
Protection of Vulnerable Populations
Enforcement
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PUBLIC INFORMATION
The SNHD Coronavirus webpage is widely followed in our community and beyond, it provides guidance for both the public
and businesses on how to prevent the spread of this disease at home, public places, and the workplace. SNHD developed
an interactive dashboard available to the public that shows daily updated reports of cases, hospitalizations, and mortality
numbers as well as trends up to the zip code level. The Health District website includes a community calendar where
residents and visitors can find available locations for testing and vaccinations.
Below is a table updated and communicated to the community on weekly vaccination sites
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PLAN
Week of April 5- April 11, 2021

Questions about the vaccine? Need assistance making an appointment?
Call toll-free at (800) 401-0946.
You can also visit: www.SNHD.info/COVID or www.NVCovidFighter.org.
NOTE: Walk-ins are only accepted at Cashman and the Las Vegas Convention Center.
Please review all identification requirements listed in advance of your appointment.

Southern Nevada Health District
280 S. Decatur Blvd., Las Vegas, NV 89107

Eligible Groups:
Nevadans 65+/People with Mobility Issues/People with Special Needs

Weekdays
NOTE: Extended hours Wednesday-Friday this week.
Cashman Center
Exhibit Hall B, 850 Las Vegas Blvd. N., Las Vegas, NV 89101

Book an Appointment: http://bit.ly/3cT95I3.

Tuesday-Saturday
Encore Las Vegas
Brahms Ballroom, 3131 Las Vegas Blvd. S.,
Las Vegas, NV 89109
Visit the link for more information on dates.
Las Vegas Convention Center
Hall C1, 3150 Paradise Rd., Las Vegas, NV 89109
Tuesday-Saturday
Boulder City
Select locations are offering COVID-19 vaccinations.
Call for more information on dates.
College of Southern Nevada- Cheyenne Campus
3200 E. Cheyenne Ave., North Las Vegas, NV 89030
Tuesday-Friday
Henderson Family Health Center
98 E. Lake Mead Pkwy., Henderson, NV 89015
Visit the link for more information on dates.
Heritage Park Senior Facility
300 S. Racetrack Rd., Henderson, NV 89015
Monday-Friday
Mike O’Callaghan Military Medical Center
Nellis Air Force Base
Call for more information on dates.
North Las Vegas VA Medical Center
6900 N. Pecos Rd., North Las Vegas, NV 89086
Monday-Friday
Rising Star Hotel & Fieldhouse
333 N. Sandhill Blvd., Mesquite, NV 89027
Wednesday-Friday
Sun City Anthem- Anthem Center
2450 Hampton Rd., Henderson, NV 89052
Tuesday-Friday through April 16, 2021
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Main Campus Student Union, Las Vegas, NV 89119
Visit the link for more information on dates.
VA Southern Nevada Healthcare System

Eligible Group:
Nevadans 16 and Older*
Book an Appointment: https://bit.ly/3ssZQD1.
Eligible Group:
Nevadans 16 and Older*
Book an Appointment: https://bit.ly/3plA1DD.
Eligible Group:
Nevadans 16 and Older*
Book an Appointment: https://bit.ly/3q5qbFK.
Eligible Group:
Nevadans 16 and Older*
Call (702) 293-9256 to Book an Appointment.
Eligible Group:
Nevadans 16 and Older*
Book an Appointment: https://bit.ly/3r8rG6u.
Eligible Groups:
Visit the link for more information on eligibility.
Book an Appointment: http://bit.ly/3cDswmi.
Eligible Group:
Nevadans 16 and Older*
Book an Appointment: https://bit.ly/3c57DAl.
Eligible Groups:
Eligible Military Personnel/Tricare Beneficiaries 65+/Ages 16-64 with an Increased
Risk for Severe Illness
Call (702) 653-2273 to Book an Appointment.
Eligible Group:
Enrolled Veterans (No Age Restrictions)
Call (702) 791-9185 to Book an Appointment.
Eligible Groups:
Visit the link for more information on eligibility.
Book an Appointment: http://bit.ly/30t8d5r.
Eligible Group:
Nevadans 16 and Older*
Book an Appointment: https://bit.ly/39qFKSF.
Eligible Group:
Nevadans 16 and Older*
Book an Appointment: https://bit.ly/3b8ihFR.

Eligible Group:
Enrolled Veterans (No Age Restrictions)
Call or text for more information on dates.
Call (702) 791-9185 or Text “Vaccine” to 533079 to Book an Appointment.
**Pharmacies: Albertsons, CVS, Sam’s Club, Smith’s Food and Drug, Vons, Walgreens, and Walmart offer COVID-19 vaccinations at select locations. Please
contact pharmacies directly to schedule an appointment.
The Health District is also announcing the availability homebound vaccine services. People who are homebound, including those needing medical
equipment to leave their home such as a wheelchair, a walker or crutches, or are bedridden can call 702-455-0696 or email
homeboundvaccine@clarkcountynv.gov to schedule services. The Janssen (Johnson & Johnson) vaccine will be administered through this program, and
participants must be 18 years of age or older.
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